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Summary
This is an unusual survival of a small, two-room cottage, which was never extended
or adapted. The main ground floor room has the only fireplace, with an unheated
smaller room beyond and two bedchambers upstairs. The form and details, including
the crudely built timber partition and roof truss, with much re-used timber, suggest a
date in the mid or late 18th century. To the rear there is evidence of a 19th century
outbuilding, with walling of stone and mud.

Site
OS Ref: SP869936
Orientation: For report purposes, the street frontage is taken as facing S.
The house is aligned with the main street, and has a small plot stretching to the rear.
The 1800 enclosure map shows a building – presumably an outbuilding – to the W,
with the entry to the yard between this and the house. By the time of the 1886 OS
map, the W outbuilding has disappeared, and a new outbuilding range abuts the house
to the NE.

Materials
Coursed rubble ironstone/limestone, of better quality to the street front. Good
ironstone quoins clearly delineate the extent of the original building. Roof raised with
19th century brick to gables, presumably replacing the original thatched roof. Roof
coverings are now of modern concrete tiles.

External features
One and a half storeys originally, with two swept dormers to front for thatched roof,
roof raised later. S front has regular arrangement of windows to ground and first floor,
with 3-light window to main ground floor room to W and 2-light window to E. The
entry doorway is in the W gable, with no evidence for a door to the street front. The
rear N wall is half covered by a later building, but has no evidence for original
windows. Cast iron pump attached to rear wall. The E gable has an odd bulge to SE,
the result of rebuilding the corner. Windows of timber, generally small-paned
casements with chamfered timber lintels. Single chimneystack of 19/20th century
brick.

Plan
Compact two-room plan with gable entry beside the single large ingle fireplace. Wall
thickness is c.500mm.
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Internal features
Ground floor
The main room to W has an inglenook type fireplace enclosure, rather crudely formed
with an oak post and beams, some re-used. Within this is a later chimneybreast,
probably of brick. This inglenook is an unusual arrangement, as the cheek walls of
local inglenooks are normally built of stone. The original cheek wall may have been
of brick or timber/mud. Given the ground floor arrangement, the chimneybreast
above (which has been rebuilt in brick) was probably of mud and stud construction.
There is a plain spine beam, without proper chamfers, and a winder stair. A timber
stud partition separates the main room from the slightly smaller room to the east.
Here the spine beam continues, with a side-halved scarf joint. The spine beam is
carried by a stud in the timber partition, to which a modern post has been added for
extra support. The ceiling joists visible through both rooms are modern additions.
The front windows have deep window seats.
First floor and roof structure
The first floor had two main chambers originally, with modern partitions added. The
original partition has crudely assembled studs, rising to the lower collar of the roof
truss. The single roof truss has roughly shaped principals, at least one of which is reused. There are two crudely lapped collars and the apex has a scissors crossing, with
big skew pegs and a square cut-out for a ridge. The roof has been raised in modern
softwood, so no purlins, ridge or rafters remain. One would expect the original rafters
in such a structure, beneath a thatched roof, to be ash poles.

Outbuildings
A building abuts to the rear NE, with a straight joint against the NE quoins showing
that this is a later addition. The E wall of this building is of coursed rubble up to
c.1.5m height, with the upper storey of mud. Apart from this E wall, the building has
been reconstructed as a two-storey house in the later 20th century. There are no
openings in this E wall, suggesting that the building was an outbuilding, not domestic.
This outbuilding is not shown on the 1800 enclosure map, but had been constructed
by the time of the 1886 OS map.

Date and development
This is a good survival of a small, two-room house of fairly low status. The main
living and cooking room on the ground floor had the only fireplace, which probably
had a mud and stud chimneystack. The smaller, inner room was unheated, and may
have served as a parlour or for service/storage use. A winder stair led upstairs to two
unheated bedchambers.
The features of this house are not readily dateable. The general form and the rather
crude construction details, with poor and re-used timber, suggest a date in the 18th
century, perhaps from the middle or late decades. Relatively few later changes have
been made, apart from the raising of the roof and rebuilding of the chimneystack in
brick.
5th February 2012
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